
2300 Mount Werner Circle, Unit C7 • Steamboat Springs, CO 80487

Whether you are interested in learning the fundamentals of winter 
driving or are looking for an introduction to World Rally Racing 
techniques, we offer a training program to suit your needs. Our 
clients range from the young permit holder to the professional 
race driver. We offer private instruction and corporate team 
building courses as well. Whatever your goal, our 30+ years  
of experience will help you reach your full potential.

● FIRST GEAR Improve your winter driving skills in our 
abbreviated class (4 hours), offered on Wednesdays and Saturdays. 
You will get an introduction to the basics of safe winter driving. 

● SECOND GEAR  This is our most popular class for drivers of 
all experience levels wanting to improve their ability to confidently 
drive in low-grip situations. In this full-day class, you will gain 
a new perspective on how to handle your vehicle in slippery 
conditions and avoid potentially catastrophic accidents. Offered 
seven days a week. 

● THIRD GEAR is for those who wish to get the most out of 
their vehicle in all driving conditions. In addition to teaching you 
to properly control a vehicle in a low-grip situation, we also pass 
along the entry-level tricks and techniques used by the world’s 
greatest rally drivers. 

● FOURTH GEAR builds on the performance driving skills  
gained in Third Gear and adds many new proactive rally-based  
techniques. You will learn advanced skills used by world class  
rally drivers. Prerequisite: Third Gear 

● FIFTH GEAR This comprehensive two-day school with 
our senior instructors teaches you the advanced skills used by 
world class rally drivers. You will learn cornering, acceleration, 
and braking techniques, along with tricks like the Scandinavian 
Flick. Whether you are a driving enthusiast or a pro racer, you will 
acquire enhanced vehicle balance and control skills for front-, rear, 
and all-wheel drive vehicles. We provide plenty of practice sessions 
so you can refine your newly learned skills to an instinctual level.

● SIXTH GEAR Achieve your group or company goals at 
Bridgestone Winter Driving School. Our programs are founded in 
winter driving instruction, but we can tailor them to create team 
building, employee motivation, conflict management, strategic 
planning, and team leadership training.  

● PRIVATE INSTRUCTION: We offer personalized one-on-
one training for drivers wanting to improve their skills or arrange 
specialized training. Prior completion of one of our standard 
courses is a prerequisite. Please call for pricing.

COST
● FIRST GEAR $280      ● SECOND GEAR $495

● THIRD GEAR $1085* ● FOURTH GEAR $1885* 

● FIFTH GEAR $2850   ● SIXTH GEAR  call for pricing

*  We offer Third or Fourth Gear classes on  
demand with a minimum group size of six.

The Bridgestone Winter Driving School offers a full range 

of winter driving programs for all abilities. We have been 

featured on CNN, the Today Show, HDTV, MSNBC, Good 

Morning America, Men’s Health, Ski Magazine and dozens  

of newspapers and radio shows across the country.

Our three specially-designed ice tracks in beautiful 

Steamboat Springs, Colorado are among the finest in  

the world and will challenge drivers of all skill levels.  

Each track is unique and offers elevation changes,  

banked and off-camber turns and surface changes. 

CLASSES


